
CHARACTER NAME
Toso

AGE
10

APPEARANCE
Tall and slender humanoid.
Cyborg that vaguely resembles a human.
Head is mostly featureless and smooth, no eyes or nose etc, but has a chin defined similarly to
a human skull.
Hard metal, silver skin. Noticeable muscle-like patterns in arms and legs. Cybernetic insides
visible between plates on “skin”.
Usually wears dark grey and orange patterned robes, not unlike a monk.
Armed with a katana magnetically clung to his back.

TRAITS
Reverent
Loyal
Tireless
Proud
Humble

STRENGTH
Loyalty

WEAKNESS
Blunt

FEARS
Losing his parental figures.
Failing his mission.

GOALS
Defend his family and friends
Preserve the honour and will of the Noguchi family

BACKGROUND
Toso is a cyborg created by the Noguchi family for the purpose of defending his makers and
their home. He is trained in various forms of martial arts and weaponry. The Noguchi’s act as
parental figures for Toso and are almost always communicating with him inside his head, though
sometimes the loud speaker activates unintentionally. He met with Zero a few years ago when
he needed help returning home and since then has been a strong member of the team.



PRESENT DAY
Absent. Currently at the Noguchi family home, tending to his owners.

RELATIONSHIPS TO PRESENT CHARACTERS
Toso and Zero
The two first met when Toso was stranded on Eos, lightyears away from home. The Noguchi
family had been recommended to seek out Zero to help return the cyborg home, which led to
their first encounter together. Toso became a close companion to Zero through difficult times,
and as such the two are in each other’s debt. Toso helped Zero take down Four before and now
has been requested to help redeem him. He tried to change Zero’s mind on the matter, but
eventually gave in.

Toso and Four
The two are unwilling associates. Neither wants to be in the presence of each other as the
wounds of their past battles still sting fresh. Toso doesn’t have a nice history with Four unlike
Zero, so to him he is naught but a fool. Zero asked Toso a favour however, and he can’t say no
to a friend. Since then he and Four have been sparring and training, though only Toso seems
interested in even trying.


